AGENDA

House Committee on Health and Welfare
Wednesday, May 10, 2017
Committee Room 5
9:00 a.m.

Chairman: Frank A. Hoffmann
Vice Chairman: Bob Hensgens

Staff: Felicie Jackson, secretary
       Brandi Cannon, attorney
       Drew Murray, legislative analyst

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. DISCUSSION OF LEGISLATION

   _____ HB 152  BACALA  MEDICAID Provides for implementation and funding of a Medicaid managed long-term services and supports system

   _____ HB 177  MORENO  SNAP/FOOD STAMPS Eliminates restrictions on SNAP benefits eligibility for persons with prior drug convictions

   _____ HB 179  STOKES  HEALTH SERVICES Provides relative to devices authorized for use by the Right To Try Act

   _____ HB 209  COUSSAN  DENTISTRY/HYGIENISTS Establishes a licensure exemption for dental hygiene students

   _____ HB 210  COUSSAN  DENTISTRY/DENTISTS Provides for the licensure of retired volunteer dentists

   _____ HB 306  JOHNSON  MEDICAID Provides relative to pharmacy reimbursement by managed care organizations

   _____ HB 314  THOMAS  HOSPITALS Requires LSU hospitals and public-private partnership hospitals to accept certain patients transferred by other hospitals

   _____ HB 405  HOFFMANN  MEDICAID Provides relative to the Medicaid disability services system

   _____ HB 436  TALBOT  DRUGS/PRESCRIPTION Requires drug manufacturers to provide information regarding prescription drug prices

   _____ HB 459  BACALA  MEDICAID Creates and provides for a task force on coordination of Medicaid fraud detection and prevention initiatives
HB 521 JOHNSON DENTISTRY Establishes the domicile of the Louisiana State Board of Dentistry

HB 533 HUNTER WATER/DRINKING WATER Provides relative to drinking water standards

HB 586 HUNTER HEALTH CARE Requires certain publicly funded healthcare facilities and providers to institute policies relative to continuity of patient care

HCR 11 EDMONDS MEDICAID Memorializes the U.S. Congress to authorize investigation and prosecution of Medicaid recipient fraud by state Medicaid fraud control units

HCR 51 JACKSON PUBLIC HEALTH Authorizes and directs the La. Department of Health to issue rules requiring reporting of immunization information

IV. OTHER BUSINESS

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

VI. ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE SUBMIT A WITNESS CARD TO THE SECRETARY BEFORE THE MEETING BEGINS IF YOU WANT TO TESTIFY BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.